Rollettes
Dance Team

A WH EELC H AIR WON’T STOP TH ESE WOM EN F ROM
DANC ING AND LIVING LIF E TO TH E F ULLEST
• Founded in 2012 by Chelsie Hill
• A group of young women making a difference, breaking
new ground and inspiring the next generation
• Community. Sisterhood. Family.
• Dance. Fashion. Make-up. Fitness.
• Role Models. Trail Blazers.
These women have created a community that redefines
what it means to be strong, female, and resilient. With
dance they dazzle and push the boundaries that others
place in the way.
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Mission Statement

Women Empowering Women with Disabilities to Live
Boundlessly and Shift Perspectives Through Dance.
www.rollettesdance.com

Dance. Redefined.
This Team, This Sisterhood, Does More than Dance…
They Support and Inspire to Be Boundless in Life.
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DANCE CONCEPT VIDEOS

Goal: Make Wheelchair Dancing Normal

Rollettes
Life

TED x TALK

PRINT MODELS

Chelsie Hill – Be Boundless Life

ULTA Cosmetics Campaign

SPECIAL APPEARANCES

Gold Meets Golden Red Carpet

ROLLETTES EXPERIENCE

Women Empowerment Weekend

DREAM OPPORTUNITIES
Fifth Harmony

CHARITY PERFORMANCES
Dream Center Event for Kids

•
•
•
•

Chelsie
Hill

Age: 28
Rollettes – Founder/CEO
Speaker - Be Boundless Life
Influencer – Dancer/vlogger

Wheelchair dancer and game changer, Chelsie
strives each day to push the boundaries and live
a boundless life.
Chelsie wants to inspire others to never settle for
the status quo and believes in her “actions speak
louder than words.” Through her own experience,
passion for life, and can do attitude she hopes
others will chase their own dreams and fight to
live their fullest life.

@chelsiehill

@chelsiehill_
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Samantha
Lopez

•
•
•
•

Age: 26
Rollettes dancer: 5 years
Passionate about skin care
Rollettes Administration Assistant

Having problems with bad acne at an early age,
Sam is learning the latest technology and natural
remedies to help people.
Sam loves performing with the Rollettes and most
importantly, enjoys the friendships & sisterhood
with the amazing women of the dance team.

@ohsamnicole
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•
•
•
•
•

Maria
Rabaino

Age: 27
Rollettes dancer: 8 years
Passionate about fitness
Loves living a healthy lifestyle
Winner of “The Heat” (fitness challenge)

Maria is passionate about fitness and recently
lost 20 lbs. She enjoys exercising and sharing the
process on her Instagram story & YouTube.
Maria loves being a part of the amazing Rollettes
sisterhood and enjoys performing.

@mariarabaino
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•
•
•
•

Conner
Lundius

Age: 27
Rollettes dancer: 2 years
Director of Outreach and Engagement
Social Media Manager

Conner has a Bachelor’s degree in Fashion
Merchandising and has been a dancer since she
was 5.
She recently made the move from St. Louis to LA
and is enjoying time performing with the team.
Conner also runs our Boundless Talent Showcase
at the Rollettes Experience.

@connerlundius
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•
•
•
•

Steph
Aiello

Age: 29
Rollettes dancer: 4 years
Influencer – makeup vlogger
First wheelchair user model in ULTA

Quadriplegic makeup artist and vlogger, Steph
shares tips & tricks and her day to day story
on being independent to tens of thousands
followers on social media and YouTube.
Steph believes, “no matter what obstacle comes
your way ... with a little passion, commitment and
a little makeup anything is possible.”

@uwalk_iglide
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Catherine
Elliott

• Age: 23
• Rollettes apprentice: 2 years
• Dancer, model, gemologist

Catherine has one of the most rare neurological
disorders in the world called Transverse Myelitis.
She has a strong passion for stones, diamonds
and gems and will soon be embarking on
hiring her education and becoming a certified
gemologist with hopes to own her own boutique.
Catherine is born and raised in Houston TX and
will soon be living in California.

@catherinelliott
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Natalie
Fung

• Age: 28
• Disability Advocate
• Live Streamer

Natalie has a Bachelor’s degree in Public
Relations from the University of Southern
California and is pursuing an MBA. She hopes
to one day use her degree to help the disability
community by forging a connection between
corporations and disabled consumers. Natalie
also runs the Rollettes’ Twitter account.

@natleef
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Rollettes LA (@rollettes_la)
63K+ followers

363.8+
THOUSAND

4.2+
THOUSAND

120+
THOUSAND

Rollettes dance
team followers*

IG Story daily
average views*

IG Story monthly
average views*

Chelsie Hill (@chelsiehill)
127K+ followers
Steph Aiello (@uwalk_iglide)
111K+ followers
Maria Rabaino (@mariarabaino)
17.1K+ followers
Samantha Lopez (@ohsamnicole)
16.5K+ followers

AGE

M EN

WOMEN

A LL

18 –2 4

21%

31%

29%

2 5–3 4

39%

39 %

39 %

3 5–4 4

23%

15 %

17%

Conner Lundius (@connerlundius)
12.3K+ followers
Catherine Elliott (@catherinelliott)
10.9K+ followers
Natalie Fung (@natleef)
5.5K+ followers

OVERALL: 75% WOMEN, 25% MEN (in the USA)

* Individual team members & Rollettes IG combined
** ‘K’ = thousand
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Instagram Stories

24 HOURS – DOCUMENT. EDUCATE. PROMOTE. SWIPE UP (WEBSITE, YOUTUBE, ETC.)
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TikTok’s users are young social media users
Demographic: 16–24 years of age

GOAL:

Create fun content to
educate able bodies
about disabilities

808.8K+
TOTAL FOLLOWERS*
GENDER: 86.2% WOMEN, 13.8% MEN
VIDEO LIKES: 3.8M+ likes
Rollettes LA (@Rollettes_LA)
163.5K+ followers

Samantha Lopez (@ohsamnicole)
16.2K+ followers

Chelsie Hill (@ChelsieHill_)
300K+ followers

Conner Lundius (@connerlundius)
17.2K+ followers

Steph Aiello (@uwalk_iglide)
154.9K+ followers

Catherine Elliott (@catherinelliott)
8.2K+ followers

Maria Rabaino (@mariarabaino)
134.7K+ followers

Natalie Fung (@natleef)
22.2K+ followers

* As of December 2020
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Rollettes Company

Creating a global network of boundless babes by producing high quality content and
events to empower, educate and connect kids and women in wheelchairs.
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It ’s
More
Than
Dance

Each summer, the Rollettes dance team
hosts an experience, bringing together
people from all over the globe. Open to all
ages and abilities, we invite you to attend,
regardless of dance background.
The Rollettes Experience is more than just
dance. It’s about finding someplace in life
where you fit in perfectly. This experience
encompasses the team’s mission to create
a community that redefines what it means
to be strong, female, and resilient. You’re
able be a part of that movement, creating
lasting friendships, and learning more
about yourself in the process. With us, you
can safely step out of your comfort zone,
for what you’ll find is a group of women
empowering women. We strive to create a
space unlike any other, where you can feel
your most normal.
The experience is a chance to work with the
Rollettes in challenging the misconceptions
of all the things we can’t do and can’t be.
Join us and find the support and inspiration
to live a life without limits. From the words
of founder Chelsie Hill, “Dance is dance,
whether you’re walking or you’re rolling.”
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2021 Rollettes
Experience

Date: July 22–25, 2021
Location: Sheraton Gateway Los Angeles
• 300 attendees from across the USA and
around the globe
• Welcome reception, PJ party, dance, makeup
seminar & pool party
• Dance classes from special guest
choreographers & Chelsie Hill
• Be Boundless Seminars – Fitness, health &
wellness, independence and new seminars
for RE21 coming!
• Special guest speakers
• Be Boundless Summit 2021 – Awarding
trailblazers in the community & special
invited popular guests
• Boundless Talent Showcase
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The most incredible week filled with
empowering girls. The Rollettes Experience
truly changed my life! – Rene (Warren, OH)

At Rollettes Experience I didn’t just find
inspiration and friendship, I found home.
– Bri (Hartford, CT)

It’s with dance that I have learned the most
about myself, and with the Rollettes Experience
that I’ve learned just how much of a force
I can be. – Connor (St. Louis, MO)

“Be Boundless” Summit

A N IG HT O F E M P OWER I N G I N DE PE N DE N C E AN D CE LE BRATING GA ME CHA NGERS IN THE COMMUNITY

My injury doesn’t take a break, so I can live my life ...
So, why am I going to stop living my life, because of my injury.
– Steph Aiello

ROLLETTES ON
‘HOME & FAMILY’
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STEPH AIELLO ON
‘THE DOCTORS’

Steph had the opportunity to meet,
Anthony, one of the paramedics
that rescued her from the accident.
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CHELSIE HILL ON
‘THE ELLEN SHOW’

tWitch, DJ on The Ellen Show,
discovered the viral video
“Will You?” and presented it
to Ellen.
The Rest is History!
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The Rollettes are the very first
Wheelchair Dance Team to have
ever Performed in the Parade.
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“I’d say to the little girl
that I was, the chair doesn’t
define you.”
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Fifth Harmony surprises
biggest fans in Sugar series
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“Little Big Shots” TV Show,
Chelsie surprised a little girl in
a wheelchair named Mayli and
danced with her on the show.
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DANCING WITHOUT LIMITS
WITH @ROLLETTES_LA
Instagram featured the Rollettes
story on their platform of 330
million followers for International
Women’s Day 2020
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Dance is Dance ...
whether you’re walking or rolling.
– Chelsie Hill
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Rollettes Press
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Chelsie Hill
C E O / A RT I ST I C DI R E CTO R

Trailblazer, Entrepreneur and Founder of the Rollettes Dance Team and Rollettes Experience, Chelsie Hill
has dedicated her life to dance and encouraging others to pursue their passions despite the physical
obstacles they may face. At the age of 17 she had just won first place at a regional dance competition
and was just 2 months shy of her high school graduation when she was injured as a passenger in a
drunk driving accident. Following her injury, Chelsie launch the Rollettes wheelchair dance team, Chelsie
brought together a group of differently abled women like herself, each with unmatched determination to
find community and acceptance.
Chelsie’s dream of becoming a professional dancer propelled her to move to Los Angeles to pursue
dance professionally. Chelsie started training in notable dance studios in LA as the only wheelchair
dancer in her classes.
Since its launch, the Chelsie and the Rollettes have gained visibility in the media with appearances on
Ellen, NowThis, Buzzfeed, Good Morning America, The Los Angeles Times, Today Show, Access Daily and
KTLA to name a few.
Chelsie has found a larger purpose as a voice for the disability community, shining a light on inclusion in
entertainment, fashion and beauty. She is also a speaker and advocate for drunk and distracted driving,
pushing through adversity and spinal cord injury awareness.
In addition, Chelsie and the Rollettes wanted to create a space for people with different disabilities to
compete and be celebrated for their talents at Rollettes Experience so the Boundless Talent Showcase
became a part of the event in 2019. The Rollettes Experience, since 2012, has since become the worlds
largest event for women in wheelchairs from around the world with 2019 having 175 attendees.
Chelsie just recently performed for Target at NY fashion week and advertisements for Wells Fargo, Aerie,
TRX, Tommy Hilfiger, Dunkin Donuts and more.
To follow Chelsie’s and the Rollettes journey click on the social links below.
@rollettes_la

@rollettes_la

/rollettes

@chelsiehill

@chelsiehill_
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Contact Us
Address

LABX25entertainment
269 S. Beverly Dr. Suite #141
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Address

ROLLETTES LOS ANGELES
14320 Ventura Blvd #734
Sherman Oaks,CA 91423

Phone
Email
Website

310.614.5240
labx25ent@gmail.com
labx25ent.com

Phone
Email
Website

831.601.5114
info@rollettesdance.com
rollettesdance.com

